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Outline 
•  How genBSDF works – basics 
•  Validation process 
•  Four validation cases 
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Usage of genBSDF 
Emitting surface 
Outgoing rays 
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Outgoing angles - transmitted Incident angles 
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Validation examples 
Case 1 Case 3 Case 2 Case 4 
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Example 1 
Air – 100% specular transmission 
•  ##Material 
 void polygon plane 
 0 
 0 
 12  0  0  0 
  0  10  0 
         10  10  0 
         10  0  0 
 
•  Analytical solution 
•  Diagonal matrix 
•  All results in theta bends are identical 
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Example 1 
Air – 100% specular transmission 
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Example 2 
Lambertian diffuser - 50% transmission 
•  ##Material 
void trans diffuse50 
 0 
 0 
 7 .5 .5 .5 0 0 1 0 
 
diffuse50 polygon bottom  
 0 
 0 
 12  0  0  0  
  0  1  0 
   1  1  0 
      1  0  0  
 
 
•  BSDF = trans/π => 0.15915 
 
•  Results from genBSDF ranging ± 4% from analytical method 
 
 
 
4.2 Validation 2 - 50% lambertian transmission
The BSDF for a lambertian transmitter equals the total transmission divided by pi.
The radiance trans material provides the ability to model diffuse transmission.
### diffuse50.rad ########
void trans diffuse50
0
0
7 .5 .5 .5 0 0 1 0
diffuse50 polygon bottom
0
0
12 0 0 0
0 1 0
1 1 0
1 0 0
We generate a BSDF for this model using genBSDF with the default number of samples per Klem's
division (1,000). The resulting BSDF contains values ranging from 96-104% of the anticipated result. For most
simulations this is within acceptable limits.
To satisfy curiosity we also generated a BSDF using 10,000 samples per Klem's division and generated a
bsdf by changing the default -ad parameter from 700 to 7000. Table X contains statistical analysis of the BSDF
values from the 1,000 and 10,000 sample genBSDF runs.
Table X. Distribution of values in generated BSDF.
genBSDF settings -c 1,000 -c 10,000
-c 1000
-r '-ad 7000'
mean 0.15916 0.15915 0.15915
maximum
0.16507
3.7% error
0.16265
2.2% error
0.16231
2.0% error
minimum
0.15250
- 4.2% error
0.15660
- 1.6% error
0.15915
-1.0% error
Mean Bias Error 0.00058% -0.000071% 0.000034%
RMS Error 0.89% 0.56% 0.53%
4.3 Validation 3 - Mirrored blinds
A flat slat blind system with specular upper and matte lower finishes was modeled in Radiance and
TracePro to compare BSDF output. The blind slats are 80 mm deep, 0.4 mm thick and spaced 72 mm apart.
The width of the blinds were 2m. The upper surface had a purely specular reflectance of 91.7%. The lower slat
surface had a Lambertian reflectance of 29%.
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Example 3 
Mirrored blind 
Radiance vs. TracePro - Model differences 
 
 TracePro  
•  Two blind slats 
•  Sample rays were generated along the center 
line of the blind between the two slats 
•  The sample rays in Trace Pro were collimated.  
 
 
 
 
Radiance  
•  Model approximately 2m wide and 2.016 m tall 
•  Ray samples origins were distributed randomly 
over the 2m by 2.016 m blind system.  
•  Ray directions were randomly distributed over 
each Klem's patch.  
•  Sample rays were not collimated  
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genBSDF-mod 
•  Process closer to the simulation procedure in TracePro 
•  Illuminating source collimated instead of area source 
•  Emitting surface 2mm wide 72mm tall 
•  "receiving" surface was changed from a infinite hemisphere to a 20m disk 
 
Collimated source Area source   
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Light sources  
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Example 4 
Micro perforated shading film 
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Specular reflection Diffraction Direct transmission 
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Conclusion 
•  Comparable results with other methods for obtaining BSDF data  
•  Analytical solutions correlate well. 
•  The optically complex systems correlate when the simulation 
procedures are the comparable. 
•  Radiance only simulates ray optics and will not reproduce wave optic 
phenomenon including diffraction. 
•  Model should be built in the way such that light is not escaping or leaking 
around the geometry. 
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Questions? 
